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Introducing the 4237™ Clean Face Gas Fireplace
The Biggest and Boldest Fire from FireplaceX®
FireplaceX® has pushed the limits of fire once again by creating an extra-large clean face heater-rated gas fireplace
that delivers in all areas of performance, design and functionality.
Perfect for large gathering places, from great rooms to grand entryways, the 4237™ is a true showstopper that will
make a commanding statement and become the best view in any home. The huge 42” x 37” all-glass viewing area
and fire display extend right down to the floor, creating a timeless look with old world charm that resembles a real
masonry fireplace.
The 4237™ showcases a big, bold fire that is second to none, featuring the Dancing-Fyre™ burner and incredibly
detailed, massive 10-piece Western Timber Log Set. Standard overhead accent lighting illuminates and highlights
the glowing flames and log set to add to the magic of the 4237’s ambiance. This accent lighting feature can also be
used as mood lighting when the fireplace is not burning, allowing you to utilize and show off the beauty of the
4237™ all year-round.
Versatile style options allow you to completely customize the appearance of the 4237™ to complement any home’s
décor, be it rustic, transitional or contemporary. Elegant andirons, designer firebacks and the exclusive handhammered IronWorks™ face and trim all offer unique, different looks that add to the beauty of this fireplace.
“The 4237 is the easiest fireplace I’ve ever lived with” – says Travis Industries’ Western Sales Manager, Melodie
Kauf. With a 3,000 square foot heating capacity and standard twin 130 CFM fans, this fireplace really delivers the
heat; however, GreenSmart™ technology and the standard GreenSmart™ remote allow you to adjust the heat output
to a comfortable setting and control every aspect of this fireplace while relaxing in your favorite chair.

Unique Film Cooling Technology allows for close mantel clearances, resulting in more installation possibilities with
the 4237™. Optional Power Heat Duct Kits also give you the ability to vent the heat of this fireplace to additional
rooms in your home.

The 4237™ shown with the Adjustable Tile Trim Kit, Herringbone Brick Fireback and Lodge Ring Andirons

